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basin The quantity that a basin will hold.
The gravel pit is to be used as a yacht basin.

bay An indentation of a shoreline larger than a cove but smaller than a gulf.
He opened the bomb bay.

broadcasting A medium that disseminates via telecommunications.
The state monopoly on broadcasting.

canal Provide a city with a canal.
They travelled on by canal.

canalize
Convey (something) through a duct or channel.
A narrow strait can so canalize the tide that a powerful current is
developed.

coast A slope down which sleds may coast.
Colchester coasted to victory.

ditch Provide with a ditch or ditches.
Maybe she could ditch school and run away.

drain Empty of liquid drain the liquid from.
The stranger drained his glass of beer.

drainage The action or process of draining something.
The drainage of wetlands.

furrow Hollow out in the form of a furrow or groove.
A look of concern furrowed his brow.

groove
A long narrow furrow cut either by a natural process such as erosion or by a
tool as e g a groove in a phonograph record.
Groove a vinyl record.

gulf A deep ravine, chasm, or abyss.
The widening gulf between the rich and the poor.
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incised Cut or impressed into a surface.
An incised design.

infotainment Broadcast material which is intended both to entertain and to inform.

internet
A global computer network providing a variety of information and
communication facilities, consisting of interconnected networks using
standardized communication protocols.
Internet access.

irrigate
Supply with a constant flow or sprinkling of some liquid, for the purpose of
cooling, cleansing, or disinfecting.
Irrigate the wound.

irrigation Supplying dry land with water by means of ditches etc.
The river supplies water for irrigation of agricultural crops.

isthmus A relatively narrow strip of land (with water on both sides) connecting two
larger land areas.

narrow A narrow strait connecting two bodies of water.
The road narrowed and crossed an old bridge.

navigable Able to be sailed on or through safely.
A good cart track navigable by cars.

passage Subject a strain of microorganisms or cells to a passage.
The outward passage took 10 days.

peninsula A large mass of land projecting into a body of water.

radio Communicate or send a message by radio.
Radiochemistry.

shaft Equip with a shaft.
Brilliant sunshine shafted through the skylight.

strait A bad or difficult situation or state of affairs.
My captivity was strait as ever.

surfing The sport of riding a surfboard toward the shore on the crest of a wave.
Why share your internet connection with people surfing and chatting.

television The activity profession or medium of broadcasting on television.
A television camera.

tidal Relating to or affected by tides.
Strong tidal currents.

trench Dig a trench or trenches.
Letters trenched into the stone.

waterway A channel at the outer edge of a deck of a boat that allows water to run off.
The canal was a very successful commercial waterway.
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